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Flow of receiving procedure diagram



① ③②

Investors will send USDT or ETH remittances to the following address 
0x41598ac84F28b63A2B26D2Ed76812723457AbA59

The project confirms the receipt of USDT or ETH 
Store safely in a wallet

⑥⑤④

Project will send BTR (for early bird). Delivery 
completed at any time after the BTR early bird 

sale event ends
Investors confirm receipt of BTR Contract completed 

After the business starts, you will receive 
revenue based on the BTR and $GNX received.

✔

About the BTR Early Bird Procedure

BTR Early Bird Sale Event 
Application form send for us on website



BTR receipt setting procedure for MetaMask Attention) Even if you create a new one or already have a wallet, please be sure to be 
aware that you are checking and storing the secret recovery phrase (12 words). It's 
important to protect your assets.

① Make sure your Blockchain network is 
Polygon mainnet.

If you want to change the Blockchain 
network, you can change it on a 
setting screen like this.

② Add Polygon to your wallet.
TOKEN CONTRACT

⑤ Click IMPORT!

④ Import NFTs

Attention) The BTR Address 
and ID is fixed. Please 
check with the issuer. A 
number has been assigned.

Attention) polygon and matic 
are the same network. Display 
may vary.

③ Please select a NFTs

We will create a contract address exclusively for the purchaser each time.



$GNX receipt setting procedure for MetaMask Attention) Even if you create a new one or already have a wallet, please be sure to be 
aware that you are checking and storing the secret recovery phrase (12 words). It's 
important to protect your assets.

① Make sure your Blockchain network is 
Ethereum mainnet.

0xD4A0E8962611792a85A9ff176194022659e7184F

② Import tokens Click

TOKEN CONTRACT

⑤ $GNX is displayed and completed

③ CUSTOM TOKEN Click
④ IMPORT Click

Attention) Paste the Token address and the information will 
be added automatically.

https://etherscan.io/token/0xd4a0e8962611792a85a9ff176194022659e7184f

